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Makoto Yukimura is one of Japan's most respected manga artists. His works include the Viking  epic 
Vinland Saga (published in English by Kodansha), winner of the Japan Media Arts Grand Prize  and 
adapted into an anime streaming worldwide on Netflix, and the hard science fiction series  Planetes 
(published in English by Dark Horse).

WORKS BY YUKIMURA MAKOTO @ THE JAPAN FOUNDATION, TORONTO

The above physical copies are in-library use only until the end of Toronto International Festival of Authors 
2023 (September 21 - October 1, 2023). Those copies will be available for circulation on Tuesday, October 
3, 2023. Please email library_jftoronto@jpf.go.jp if you would like to place a hold.
*The physical copies of Planetes 1 and プラネテス 1 – 2 are available for checkout to JFT Book Club  
participants for a 1-week loan period(non-renewable).

Title Item ID Call Number

Planets 1 - 2 * 00025077 MANGA_E YUK PLA 2015

プラネテス 1 - 4 * 00027995 MANGA_J YUK PUR 2001

Vinland saga 1 – 13 
Ebooks also available on JF Canada Digital Library 00024091 MANGA_E YUK VIN 2013

ヴィンランド・サガ 1 – 28 00028018 MANGA_J YUK VIN 2006

VINLAND SAGA 『ヴィンランド・サガ』
As a child, Thorfinn sat at the feet of the great Leif Ericson and thrilled to wild tales of a 
land far to the west. But his youthful fantasies were shattered by a mercenary raid. 
Raised by the Vikings who murdered his family, Thorfinn became a terrifying warrior, 
forever seeking to kill the band's leader, Askeladd, and avenge his father. Sustaining 
Thorfinn through his ordeal are his pride in his family and his dreams of a fertile 
westward land, a land without war or slavery... the land Leif called Vinland.

PLANETES『プラネテス』
It's the 2070s, and mankind has conquered space, making interplanetary travel  
possible and igniting the imaginations of the world. It's also vastly increased the  
amount of dangerous space debris, and someone has to clean it up. Hachimaki, Yuri, 
and Fee are a crew on that beat, each with their own goals, tendencies, and  personal 
problems: Hachimaki dreams of deep-space exploration in his own ship,  Yuri is still 
recovering from the death of his wife in an accident caused by orbiting  debris, and Fee 
is secretive, but there's a lot going on under the surface!

EVENT INFO
Toronto International Festival of Authors
• Sat, Sep 23, 1:30 pm In-person Talk: Visions of Vinland with MakotoYukimura
Check the TIFA website for details! https://festivalofauthors.ca/event/visions-of-vinland-makoto-yukimura

Japan Foundation, Toronto
• Fri, Sep 22, 6:00 pm Talk @JFT: The Pursuit of Purpose - Charting Vinland with YUKIMURA Makoto -
• Mon, Sep 28, 6:30 pm JFT Book Club (Hybrid): Planets by YUKIMURAMakoto
Check the JFT website for further information! https://tr.jpf.go.jp/yukimura-makoto-tifa2023
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